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We study the setwise convergence of solution measures corresponding to 
stochastic differential equations of the form 
dx, = f(t, x,) dr + u(t, x,) dW,, x,=c,rE[O,l]. (1) 
Here W, is a Brownian motion delined on some probability space (Q, .rQ, ~1. We 
show under quite general conditions, that if the drift term coefftcients converge, or 
the initial conditions x, converge to .x0 then the corresponding solution measures 
p,, converge setwise to P,~. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Traditionally a solution of the stochastic differential equation (1) is a 
suitably adapted stochastic process x, constructed from the Brownian 
motion IV, by the use of the Picard iteration procedure and satisfying the 
equivalent stochastic integral equation 
X, = x0 + j’,,, X,) ds + 1’ a(s, X,) dW, (1.1) 
0 0 
almost surely. We shall, in the sequel, use a Radon-Nikodym derivative 
functional to define a measure which we shall interpret as the solution of 
(1.1). This is made possible by the fundamental work of Girsanov [ 111. 
Girsanov considered a nonanticipating Brownian functional cp(l, w), square 
integrable almost surely and defined the functional 
iA(vP) = j; cp(s, w) dws - t j; (P*(s, ~14 O<s<tdl. (1.2) 
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He then showed that if E{exp iA( = 1 then the transformed measure 
& = exp[[A(q)] dp makes the process 
W,(w) - j; ds, w) ds a Brownian motion on [0, I]. 
The result we prove is a kind of stability criterion for the solution of (1.1) 
for, generally speaking, the stability of a dynamical system means its insen- 
sitivity to small changes in the initial state or the parameters of the system. 
It is well known that under certain regularity conditions on f and C, the 
solution of Eq. (1.1) is a Markov process. Exploiting the infinitesimal 
operator for such a solution a number of authors notably Kushner [14], 
Morozan [ 181 Khas’minskiy [ 151, and Bucy [4] have extended the use of 
deterministic Lyapunov functions to the study of stochastic stability. 
Indeed it was Bucy who recognised in 1965 that the equivalent Lyapunov 
function for stability in the stochastic stability situation should have the 
supermartingale property. 
Under the conditions prescribed for J‘here the classical solutions of the 
stochastic differential equations considered exist. Nevertheless we shall dis- 
cuss Girsanov-type solutions. This method will allow us to interpret 
solutions of equations where the drift term ,f depends at time t, on the 
entire past of the process up to the time t. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall adopt the following notations: 
(52, d, p) is a complete probability space, T an interval of the extended 
real line, R and (.s$, t E T) a right-continuous increasing family of sub- 
o-algebras of .Pe, such that &, contains all p-negligible sets in d for each t. 
2.1. General Theory of Stochastic Processes 
A (real) stochastic process X= {X,, t E T} is a family of real valued ran- 
dom variables defined on (Q, &, /L) and is said to be adapted to (&,, t E T) 
if X, is dr-measurable for each t. We shall sometimes write (X,, ,,P,, t E T} 
to indicate that X is adapted to (dl). 
A real stochastic process {X,, dt, t E [0, co)) is a (standard) Brownian 
motion process if it is continuous, Gaussian, such that X,, = 0 a.s. and 
EX,X,, =min(s, t) for every (s, t)~ [0, co). We note that the condition 
E(X,X,,) = min(s, t) implies E(X, -X,) = 2 -s, s < t in [0, co). 
It is shown on p. 57 of [7] that to every stochastic process (X,, t E T) 
there corresponds a separable stochastic process {x,, t E T} defined on the 
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same space such that p{X,(w) =X,(w)} = 1 for every t E T and w  E 52. For 
this reason we shall assume that all our stochastic processes are separable. 
2.2. Martingales 
The stochastic process {X,, &[, t E T} is 
(i) A martingale if for each t E T, E 1 X, I < cc and if for each pair 
s < t in T we have E(X,/,c4,) = X,s a.s. 
(ii) A submartingale if E 1 X, 1 < cc for each t and if E(X,/S?~) > X,, 
a.s. for every pair s < t in T. 
(iii) A supermartingale if { -X,, dfc4,, tE T) is a submartingale. 
We state here without proof some of the theorems in Martingale theory 
which we shall use. For proofs the reader may refer to Meyer [17]. 
THEOREM 2.2.1. Let {X,, d,, t E R + } be a supermartingale. 
(a) If supr E(X,- ) < 00 then the random variables X, converge as. to 
an integrable random variable Xc0 as t + CG. 
(b) Condition (a) is satisfied if X, is positive for all t. In this case {X,, 
.4, R + U( cc, ) } is a supermartingale. 
(c) Suppose that the X, are uniformly integrable. Then 
SUP E( X; ) < OC, the process {X,, &,,, R + U( 00 ) } is a supermartingale and 
the convergence of X, to Xcc takes place in L’ norm. 
Cd) !f ix,, 4, R,) . IS a uniformly integrable martingale then {X,, 
&, R + U( co ) } is a martingale. 
THEOREM 2.2.2. Let (X,, dzc3,, R + } be a right-continuous supermar- 
tingale. Suppose there exists an integrable random variable Y such that 
E(Y/,c9,)dX,,for each tER+. Let S and T be two stopping times such that 
Sd T (A mapping t of 52 into R, is a stopping time relative to (dr, tE R,) 
if {T 6 t } E &, for every t E R. The set of all events A in d for which A n 
{7 d t} E <&, is a a-algebra which we denote by <d7). The random variables X, 
and X, are then integrable and we have the supermartingale property 
E(XTl&r) < X, a.$. 
If {X,, &,, R + } is a uniformly integrable martingale we have equality in 
the last expression and there exists at least one integrable random variable 
Y such that E( Y/d,) =X, for every t E R + 
THEOREM 2.2.3. Let {X,, <gc4,, t E R + } be a supermartingale and let 
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[a, h] be a bounded subinterval of R + Then for any positive constant 2 we 
have 
(i) P{w~~ ~~~~~ x, 2 A} d (lIA)(EX<, + E(b I), 
(ii) p{inf ,t [o,b] x, G - 2 f d (l/jb) EW, 1. 
Lf X,ELP, p<l and {A’,, d,, PER,} is a martingale, then -lX,l” is a 
supermartingale and 
Furthermore, for every martingale X, E L”, p > 1 we have 
EIX, I” 
I t u.h 
2.4. Stochastic Integrals 
Let H denote the o-algebra on (R + .A?), generated by all left-continuous 
processes adapted to (s?,). Processes X= X(t, o) measurable with respect 
to H will be called predictable processes. 
If (M,, &,) is a real martingale such that suprE K+ EM: < a3 Meyer [ 161 
has shown that there is then a unique predictable increasing process, which 
we denote by (M, M), such that Mj - (M, M) ~ is an &,-martingale. 
(M, M) is called the predictable quadratic variation of M. If N is a 
second &[-martingale and the predictable quadratic variations (N, N) and 
(M + N, M + N) exist, then the predictable process (M, N) is defined 
by(M,N)=;((M+N,M+N)-(M,M)-(N,N)).ThereforeMN- 
(M, N) is an .G&-martingale. 
Suppose now that { W,, t E [0, 1 ] } is a standard Brownian motion and 
denote by &;, the sub-a-algebra generated by W,, s < t. Then ( W,) is an 
.d;-martingale. Furthermore, E(q) = t and so W: - t is also an 
d;-martingale. We thus have another characterisation of Brownian 
motion as the following theorem proved in [7] shows: 
THEOREM 2.4.1. Let (M,, G!~:, t E [O. l] } be a real martingale almost all 
of whose paths are continuous. [f EM; < CC for all t and (M, M), = t, then 
{M,, 4, tE CO, II> ts a standard Brownian motion. 
Denote by M2 the set of all real valued right-continuous martingales with 
left limits adapted to (Cti,) such that M0 = 0 a.s. and sup,, , < m EM: < co. 
Then there is a predictable quadratic variation (M, M > corresponding to 
every ME M2. If  j$ Hf d( M, M),Y < CC almost sure1.v we write HE L2(M). 
We then have the,following theorem which is a special case of a more general 
theorem proved in [6]. 
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THEOREM 2.4.2. Let ME M2 and HE L2(M). Then there is one and only 
one process in M2 denoted by H.M, satisfying 
(H.M, N), =j) &M, W, for all NE M2. 
H.M is called the stochastic integral of H with respect to the martingale M 
and we write (H.M), = J& H, dM,. We remark that this definition of 
stochastic integral generalises Ito’s original stochastic integration with 
respect to Brownian motion processes and that the all important rule of Ito 
[ 121 still holds. 
2.5. Girsanov’s Theorem 
Let {W,, tE[O, l]} b e a Brownian motion and let s?FI be the bore1 
a-algebra of subsets of [0, I]. A function cp(t, o) defined on [0, l] xQ is 
said to be a nonanticipating functional of the Brownian motion { W,, 
tE [0, 11) if (i) cp(t, o) is ax&‘:‘-measurable and (ii) cp(t, w) is 
.d;‘-measurable for each t. 
Now let cp(t, o) be a nonanticipating functional of the Brownian motion 
{W,, tE [0, l] such that 
c 1 v2(t, W,(o)) At <~0for almost all 0. 0 
We shall write 
i;(cp) = j; cp(.c W,(o) dw, - 4 s,: v2(s, K(o) dt 
and [(cp) if t = 1. We state and sketch a martingale proof of Girsanov’s 
theorem first proved in 1960 [ll]. 
THEOREM 2.51. Let { W,, t E [0, l] > be a Brownian motion on the 
probability space (52, d, p). Let cp( t, w) defined on [0, 1 ] XQ be a non- 
anticipative Brownian functional with the property that 
(i) sh (p2(s, W,(o) ds< co for almost all w, 
(ii) E[exp i(q)] = 1. 
Then if ,ii is defined by ,ii(A) =jA exp i(q) dp, A E ~4, ji is a probability 
measure on (52, &) and the process B, = W, -f& q$s, W,(o)) ds is a Brow- 
nian motion on the probability space (Q, ~2, ji). 
ProoJ Consider the increasing family of o-algebra So, t E [0, 11 
defined above and suppose cp(t, w) is .zIrw-measurable for each t and 
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satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the theorem. We have to show that B, = 
w, - & cp(S> W,(o)) d s is a Brownian motion on the space (9, &y, fi). 
Let us write L, = exp [b(q) = exp(j; cps dW, - $ j;, cp: ds). By Ito’s for- 
mula dL, = cpI exp(X,) dW,, i.e., L, = 1 + i; L,(p.,(s, W,) dW,. From [ 133 
the stochastic process L, is a positive supermartingale. Therefore for s 6 t, 
EL, f EL,. The condition EL, = 1 implies that 1 6 EL, d EL0 = 1 for all 
t E [0, 11. Thus EL, = 1 for all t E [0, 11 showing that L, is a martingale. 
NOW, let E denote expectation taken with respect to p. Then a result in 
Loeve [ 18, p. 3441 concerning relative conditional expectations implies 
that for s+t<l, 
E(L+sB,+,l~~:“) = 
L, 
Hence B, will be a martingale under ji provided L, B, is a martingale under 
P. 
We observe that B, is a semimartingale in the sense of [6]. So the 
integration by parts formula of the same paper implies that 
L,B, =j’B,, dL, + j,: L, dB, + (L, B), 
0 
= i“ B,s dL., + i“ 4s dw,, - [’ L,rp(s, W,,(w)) ds + CL, B),. 
0 0 0 
Now, we calculate 
L, W-1 cp(s, W )ds I 
= CL, W, - L, s cp(s, W ) ds I 
L,cp(s, W,y) dW,, W, 
= i ’ Lds, W.J d( W.s, W.s> 0 
= s ’ L,cp(s, W,) ds. 0 
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(We have used the fact that the quadratic variation of constants and 
sample continuous integral is zero.) Therefore 
B,L,=j’B,dL,+j*L,dW,,. 
0 0 
Since B,L, is the sum of two stochastic integrals, it is a martingale. It 
follows that B, is a martingale. 
It remains to show that (B, B), = t. This follows from the fact that 
j; cp(s, W,s) ds has zero quadratic variation, since then (B, B), = 
( w, W), = t. 
2.6. Girsanov Solution of Stochastic Differential Equations 
Consider a stochastic differential equation of the form (2.6.1) dx = 
f(t, X) dt + dW,, X(0)=x0 E R, t E [0, l] where W, is a Brownian motion 
defined on some probability space (Q, d, p). Here the drift term f is 
allowed to depend on the past of the process at time t. 
Denote by C, the set of continuous real-valued functions defined on 
[0, 11. For each t, let F, be the o-algebra of subsets of C generated by sets 
of the form 
We assume that the function f(t, x) mapping [0, l] XC into R has the 
following properties 
(i) f (t, x) is F,-measurable for fixed x E C and for each t E [0, 11, 
(ii) there exists a constant K such that 1 f(t, x) I 6 K( 1 + 11 x I/ ,) where 
II x II, = supst [O f] Ix(s) I. 
NOW set P.&A j = JA exp i(f) d,u, A E &. Where 
i(f)=J”’ Cf(t, W(s, w),<t)+xol dW(t) 
- 4 s ; Cf% Ws, ml,< ,I + xol dt. 
By the conditions on f, E[exp [(f )] = 1 (see Corollary 3, Sect. 4 of [S]). 
Therefore Girsanov’s theorem implies that under the measure pXO the 
process B, = W, - sh f(s, W,) ds is a Brownian motion. Formally, we can 
write 
dW, = f(t, W,) dt + dB,. 
In this way we can regard the original Brownian motion W, as a solution 
of (2.6.1) under the new measure pro. 
409’123,,-5 
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3. SETWISE CONVERGENCE OF SOLUTION MEASURES 
Now, we shall describe how solutions of stochastic differential equations, 
interpreted as above, depend on their coefficients and initial conditions. We 
continue with the notations of Sections 1 and 2. (Q, ~2, ,LL) is a probability 
space -ti,” is the smallest a-algebra of subsets of Q with respect to which all 
W,, s < t are measurable where W,, t E [0, 1 ] is a Brownian motion on 
(Q, &, p). C denotes the space of continuous real-valued functions defined 
on [0, I]. 
In our first theorem we only allow the drift term to depend on the state 
at time t. Under this condition the classical solution exists. Nevertheless we 
shall work with Girsanov-type solution. 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider the stochastic dg‘erential equations (3.2) 
dX,,(t)=f,(t, X,(t)dt+dW, with X,,(O)=0 for each n, n=O, 1, 2 ,..., 
t E [0, 1 ] and W, is a Brownian motion on (Q, d, u). Suppose that for each 
n, f,,( t, x): [IO, l] x R + R satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) f,,( t, x) is Bore1 measurable ,/or each t, 
(ii) there exists a constant K such that 
(a) I.f,,(t,x)l GM1 + I-\-I) and 
(b) I.f,(t,.~)-,f,(t,y)l~Klx-ylforall.~,y~R. 
Let u,, be the solution of (3.2) in the sense of Girsanov for each n. Then u, 
converges to u0 setwise, provided E[jA (,f,,( t, x) - f;,( t, x))’ dt12 converges to 
zero as n + 03 for every x E R. 
Proof Setwise convergence means that for every measurable set A E -c4, 
lb, + L Ip,,(A)-p,,(A)1 =O. From (ii) I.f,,(t,+~)-fdt,x)I 62K(1 + 1x1). 
Therefore 
’ E (f;,(t, W,) -fo(t> W,))’ dt 
1 
= E jc; (f,,(t, W,) -fdt> WJ2 dt 
x 5 ; MS> K-f&> W..))‘dsj 
QE 4K2(1 +) W, I)‘.4K2(1 + I W,r l)2dtds 
I 
GE 8K2(1 + q).8K2(1 + W;)dtds 1 
< 64K2 E[l+ W:+ e+ e] dtds. 
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Let us write cwf=(v-s)(Wf-z)+s~+tWf+t~--standassume 
that s < t. Since W: - t (and also q -s) is an &Iv-martingale we have 
EC(W:-t)(Ui?-s)l=ECE(W:-t)(~-s)ld,W)l 
= E( q -s)* 
=E(W:‘-2sW, +?). 
From p. 386 of [ 131, E( JV:) = 3s’. 
Therefore 
EWf~=E(W;-2s~+s2+sWf+tW+i) 
= 2s2 + st. 
It follows that 
’ E (f,,(t, W,) -.fo(t, W2 dt 1 I 1 
d 64K2 I.!” (l+t+s+2s*+st)dtds<co. 0 0 
Recall that p J A ) = jA exp [(.f,) dp where A E d and 
i(L) = j’ fn(t, W,) dw, - t I,’ ff(tr W,) dt. 0 
We prove that [(fn) converges to [(fo) in probability as n + co. On writing 
f,, for jJt, W,) it is clear from the first part of the proof that JA fg dt < cc 
and JA (,f,I - fo)* dt < co almost surely. Therefore 
By hypothesis the second term on the right converges to zero as n tends to 
cc. Since convergence in L* norm implies L’ convergence, the first and 
third terms both converge to zero as n -+ cc. Thus 
Eli(f,)-i(fo as n-tc~. 
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Let E > 0 be any arbitrary real number. Then Chebychev’s inequality 
implies that 
which converges to zero for any E > 0 as n + co. This completes the proof 
that [(f,) converges to [(fb) in probability. 
Finally, we shall prove that jn 1 exp i(fn) - exp [(fO) I dp converges to 
zero as n --f co. We note that jn exp {(J,) dp = 1, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and that by 
the continuity of the exponential function exp [(f,) converges to exp <(fO) 
in probability as n + co. Hence if E ~0 we have 
.l[mz PL(w: lexp i(f,) - exp i(.fd I > c = 0. (3.3) 
Now put Q,,E = 1~: lexp i(fJ - exp i(fd I < 6). Then AQ,,.,) > 1 - h,,(~) 
whe 6,(s) goes to zero as n -+ cc. 
If 
d,(E) = A-Q -Q,,.,) < E, 
we have 
.r exp i(fd & > 1 - F. R,t.*: 
Clearly San.,: I exp i(f,) - exp i(fO) I dp < E and by observing that 
exp i(L) = I exp i(fo) + (exp i(.f,,) - exp i(fd) I 
2 exp Ufn) - I exp i(f,) - ev i(h) I 
we see that jnfl,, exp [(f,) dp 2 1 - 2s. This means that 
Hence jQ I ev i(f,) - exp i(fd I & f 4~. 
On letting IZ go to infinity (3.3) implies that for any E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 
such that 6,(e) < 6. Our result follows by taking E arbitrarily small. 
Let A E&. The characteristic function x~(w) of A is finite valued and 
measurable. Hence we can write 
P,,(A)=/ x~(w)&,=~ xAW)expi(f,,)dp for each n. 
R R 
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So that 
I&(A)-PO(A)1 
d I I exp i(f,,) - exp i(fo) I dcl. R 
The right-hand side converges to zero as n -+ 00. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. 
It is possible to allow the drift term f to depend on the entire past of the 
process up to time t and still obtain the convergence theorem above. 
THEOREM 3.4. Consider the stochastic differential equations (3.5) 
dX,,(t)=f,,(t, X,(s)) dt +dWt); ~6 t, s, tE CO, 11 
X,,(O) = 0, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., W(t) a Brownian motion. 
Suppose that for each n, f,,(t, x): [0, 1 ] x C -+ R has the following properties 
(i ) f,,( t, x) is e-measurable for each fixed t and Lebesgue measurable 
for fixed x. 
(ii) there exists a constant K such that 
(a) If,(t, XII <K(l + Ilxll) and 
(b) lfn(t3x)-fn(t, ~11 GKllx- Al, x, YEC, where Ilxll = 
suPosr<l Idt)l. 
If Pi, n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., is the solution of (2.5) in the sense of Girsanov then 
/A,, converges to ,uo setwise provided 
E 
U 
; 
2 
(f,,(t, W,) -fo(t, W,))’ dt 1 
converges to zero as n -+ 00. 
ProoJ It is enough to prove that [(f,,) converges to i(fo) in probability 
as n + co. The rest of the proof is the same as in Theorem 3.2. 
By (ii)(a) we have E[jA (f,(t, IV,)- fo(t, IV,))* dt]‘< co. To see this we 
note that 
/ f,(t, w.7) -fo(t, W.7) I2 d SK*( 1 + sup y), 
O<S<l 
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Therefore 
6E 
[J 
‘8K2(1+ sup W,?)dsl’8K2(!+ sup V)dt 
0 OSV<l 0 O<l<l I 
=64K2J”[‘E(1+ sup q sup w;’ 
0 0 OSG.,< I OGl<l 
+ sup e+ sup w;‘)dsdt. 
OS\< I O<C<l 
Write 
g(W)= sup Jq, gb, W) = sup (W? --s), 
OS.5~1 O<JGl 
h(W)= sup q, h(t, W) = sup (V-t). 
O<l<l o$r<l 
Noting that both W, and v - t are martingales and applying 
Theorem 2.2.3 we have 
EM WI d4, E[h( W)] < 4. 
Also 
sup V sup w: 
OS.,< I O<lSSl 
Therefore 
= sup sup {(wf-t)+sW:+ Wf-st} 
OS\<1 O<rsl 
-Q(w) h(w) < JE(g2(s, W)) E(h’(t, W)) + 8. 
Applying Theorem 2.2.3 again to the martingales w; -s and v - t we 
obtain 
E[ sup (W5~)“]<4E(Wf-l)~ 
O<s<l 
= 8. 
Hence 1 E[g( W) h(W)] 1 < 16. It follows that 
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E j; (f,,(t, Ws)-fo(t, KN’ dti 1 
2 
I I 
6 64K4 is E[l+g(W’)h(W’)+g(W)+h(W)]dsd~ 0 0 
d 64K4 
ss 
’ ’ (1 + 16+8)dsdt 
0 0 
= 1600K4 < 00. 
The same analysis shows that 1: ft(t, FVY) dt E L*(R, p). Now, we writef, in 
place of f,( t, W,, s d t), then 
EI:(f~)-i(fo)I*=E{j'(/;.(O)dW-fj~(f~-f:)dij2 
0 
~2ElI’(f,,-f,)dWl*+E(~~if:-/:)df)* 
0 
The second and last terms of the right-hand side of the last inequality tends 
to zero as n + co by hypothesis. Since L’ convergence is implied by L2 
convergence the first term also tends to zero as n --+ 0. We thus have 
E I i(fn) - i(fo) I 2 + 0 as n-+co. 
Chebychev’s inequality again implies that ((f,) + [(fo) in probability as 
n-+co. 
The next theorem is a stability result. It shows how the solutions of 
stochastic differential equations depend on initial conditions. 
THEOREM 3.1. Consider the stochastic differential equations. 
dX,(t) = f(t, x,(s)) dt + dW(t), s<tE [O, 11, 
JJn(O) = X,(o) E L”(Q, d, p); X,(O) = 0 as. W(t), 
(3.8) 
a Brownian motion on (Q, d, p). (Here f is allowed to depend on the past of 
the process and p,,, the measure corresponding to a solution of (3.8) is as 
described in Section 2.) We suppose that f (t, x): [0, I] x C + R has the 
following properties: 
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(i) f(t, x) is %-measurable for fixed t and Lebesgue measurable for 
fixed x. 
(ii) If(t,x)I<K(l + Ilxll) and 
(iii) lf(t,x)-f(t,Y)I~KIIx-ylI,x,yEC. 
If X, + 0 in L”(Q, d, p) as n -+ cc then p, + p0 setwise as n + co. 
Proof: Write fn(t, o) = f(t, W(s, w)) + X,(o) s < t and 
PJA I= j exp i(fJ dp 
A 
It is straightforward to show that for each n, f,(t, o) is finite for almost all 
(t, co). Next set 
$n(w) = j; I f,( t, m)-fo(t, N’dt. 
By the Lipschitz condition on f we have 
tu4bK2 IX,(w)12+0 a.s.as n-co. 
But then 
II tU4 II r: = ess sup I bkb) I 
w t R 
d K2(ess sup 1 X,(o) ( 2 -+ 0 as n+co. 
,” t R 
It follows that tin(o) + 0 in L” and consequently $Jo) + 0 as. 
It remains to show that [(f,) -+ [(fO) as n -+ co in probability, 
Ii(fJ-i(fo)12=E 
[I 
j(fcfo)dWt)-fj; (f:-/6)dti2] 
62E 1 [I +E j; (f:-f:)dtl’l, 
E /I’(f;-f:)dr(l=Elj’ ((/..-f;)2+2fo(f.-fo)}dt~2 
0 0 
62E [/j~(f~-fb,‘dil’+4E{jbfHdtj~(f;,-fo)’dr), 
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and 
It follows that j; fi dt E L’(Q). The fact that $,,(o) E L” then implies that 
<4E as n-+co. 
The two terms on the right-hand side of inequality (3.9) therefore tend to 
zero as n + co. The rest of the proof is as in Theorem 3.1. 
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